The Honorable Ajit Pai  
Federal Communications Commission  
445 12th Street, SW  
Room 8-C453  
Washington, DC 20554

Commissioner Pai:

We write today concerning the Chinese telecommunications equipment manufacturer Huawei and press reports that a major U.S. telecommunications provider will begin selling Huawei consumer products in the United States as early as next year, with little or no modifications to the products.

Both the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) have long been concerned about Chinese espionage in general, and Huawei’s role in that espionage in particular. In 2013, HPSCI released a report detailing Huawei’s ties to the Chinese Communist Party, as well as to Chinese intelligence and security services. Additionally, the report found that “Huawei exhibits a pattern of disregard for the intellectual property rights of other entities and companies in the United States” and “cannot be trusted to be free of foreign state influence and thus poses a security threat to the United States and to our systems.” We have attached the report here for your convenience. Additional work by the Intelligence Committees on this topic only reinforces our concerns regarding Huawei and Chinese espionage.

We respectfully request that you have Team Telecom review the reported relationship between Huawei and the U.S. telecommunications provider. Additionally, we believe that you and the other commissioners would benefit from Intelligence Community briefings on the threat Huawei and other Chinese technology companies pose. The FBI, CIA, and NSA are in a unique position to provide these briefings.
Further, we are mindful of a 2012 HPSCI report’s recommendation that “the United States should view with suspicion the continued penetration of the U.S. telecommunications market by Chinese telecommunications companies” and “U.S. government systems…should not include Huawei or ZTE equipment, including in component parts” and “government contractors…should exclude ZTE or Huawei equipment in their systems.” We therefore request to know whether employees of the FCC are currently permitted to use Huawei products in the conduct of government business, and whether such authority would change in the event a U.S. telecommunications provider partnered with Huawei.

We look forward to your prompt response on this important matter of national security.

Sincerely,

[Tom Cotton]

[Michael N. Avenatti]

[Michael Perl]

CC: The Honorable Jeff Sessions
CC: The Honorable Kirstjen Nielsen
CC: The Honorable Dan Coats
CC: The Honorable Chris Wray
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Chairman and Ranking Member Investigative Report on

The U.S. National Security Issues Posed by Chinese Telecommunications Companies Huawei and ZTE

Executive Summary

In February 2011, Huawei Technologies Company, the leading Chinese telecommunications equipment manufacturer, published an open letter to the U.S. Government denying security concerns with the company or its equipment, and requesting a full investigation into its corporate operations. Huawei apparently believed – correctly – that without a full investigation into its corporate activities, the United States could not trust its equipment and services in U.S. telecommunications networks.

The House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (herein referred to as “the Committee”) initiated this investigation in November 2011 to inquire into the counterintelligence and security threat posed by Chinese telecommunications companies doing business in the United States. Prior to initiating the formal investigation, the Committee performed a preliminary review of the issue, which confirmed significant gaps in available information about the Chinese telecommunications sector, the histories and operations of specific companies operating in the United States, and those companies’ potential ties to the Chinese state. Most importantly, that preliminary review highlighted the potential security threat posed by Chinese telecommunications companies with potential ties to the Chinese government or military. In particular, to the extent these companies are influenced by the state, or provide Chinese intelligence services access to telecommunication networks, the opportunity exists for further economic and foreign espionage by a foreign nation-state already known to be a major perpetrator of cyber espionage.

As many other countries show through their actions, the Committee believes the telecommunications sector plays a critical role in the safety and security of our nation, and is thus a target of foreign intelligence services.
Committee’s formal investigation focused on Huawei and ZTE, the top two Chinese telecommunications equipment manufacturers, as they seek to market their equipment to U.S. telecommunications infrastructure. The Committee’s main goal was to better understand the level of risk posed to the United States as these companies hope to expand in the United States. To evaluate the threat, the investigation involved two distinct yet connected parts: (1) a review of open-source information on the companies’ histories, operations, financial information, and potential ties to the Chinese government or Chinese Communist Party; and (2) a review of classified information, including a review of programs and efforts of the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC) to ascertain whether the IC is appropriately prioritizing and resourced for supply chain risk evaluation.

Despite hours of interviews, extensive and repeated document requests, a review of open-source information, and an open hearing with witnesses from both companies, the Committee remains unsatisfied with the level of cooperation and candor provided by each company. Neither company was willing to provide sufficient evidence to ameliorate the Committee’s concerns. Neither company was forthcoming with detailed information about its formal relationships or regulatory interaction with Chinese authorities. Neither company provided specific details about the precise role of each company’s Chinese Communist Party Committee. Furthermore, neither company provided detailed information about its operations in the United States. Huawei, in particular, failed to provide thorough information about its corporate structure, history, ownership, operations, financial arrangements, or management. Most importantly, neither company provided sufficient internal documentation or other evidence to support the limited answers they did provide to Committee investigators.

During the investigation, the Committee received information from industry experts and current and former Huawei employees suggesting that Huawei, in particular, may be violating United States laws. These allegations describe a company that has not followed United States legal obligations or international standards of business behavior. The Committee will be referring these allegations to Executive Branch agencies for further review, including possible investigation.
In sum, the Committee finds that the companies failed to provide evidence that would satisfy any fair and full investigation. Although this alone does not prove wrongdoing, it factors into the Committee’s conclusions below. Further, this report contains a classified annex, which also adds to the Committee’s concerns about the risk to the United States. The investigation concludes that the risks associated with Huawei’s and ZTE’s provision of equipment to U.S. critical infrastructure could undermine core U.S. national-security interests.

Based on this investigation, the Committee provides the following recommendations:

**Recommendation 1:** The United States should view with suspicion the continued penetration of the U.S. telecommunications market by Chinese telecommunications companies.

- The United States Intelligence Community (IC) must remain vigilant and focused on this threat. The IC should actively seek to keep cleared private sector actors as informed of the threat as possible.

- The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) must block acquisitions, takeovers, or mergers involving Huawei and ZTE given the threat to U.S. national security interests. Legislative proposals seeking to expand CFIUS to include purchasing agreements should receive thorough consideration by relevant Congressional committees.

- U.S. government systems, particularly sensitive systems, should not include Huawei or ZTE equipment, including component parts. Similarly, government contractors – particularly those working on contracts for sensitive U.S. programs – should exclude ZTE or Huawei equipment in their systems.

**Recommendation 2:** Private-sector entities in the United States are strongly encouraged to consider the long-term security risks associated with doing business with either ZTE or Huawei for equipment or services. U.S. network providers and systems developers are strongly encouraged to seek other vendors for their projects. Based on available classified and unclassified information, Huawei and
ZTE cannot be trusted to be free of foreign state influence and thus pose a security threat to the United States and to our systems.

**Recommendation 3:** Committees of jurisdiction within the U.S. Congress and enforcement agencies within the Executive Branch should investigate the unfair trade practices of the Chinese telecommunications sector, paying particular attention to China’s continued financial support for key companies.

**Recommendation 4:** Chinese companies should quickly become more open and transparent, including listing on a western stock exchange with advanced transparency requirements, offering more consistent review by independent third-party evaluators of their financial information and cyber-security processes, complying with U.S. legal standards of information and evidentiary production, and obeying all intellectual-property laws and standards. Huawei, in particular, must become more transparent and responsive to U.S. legal obligations.

**Recommendation 5:** Committees of jurisdiction in the U.S. Congress should consider potential legislation to better address the risk posed by telecommunications companies with nation-state ties or otherwise not clearly trusted to build critical infrastructure. Such legislation could include increasing information sharing among private sector entities, and an expanded role for the CFIUS process to include purchasing agreements.
Report

I. The threat posed to U.S. national-security interests by vulnerabilities in the telecommunications supply chain is an increasing priority given: the country’s reliance on interdependent critical infrastructure systems; the range of threats these systems face; the rise in cyber espionage; and the growing dependence all consumers have on a small group of equipment providers.

The United States’ critical infrastructure, and in particular its telecommunications networks, depend on trust and reliability. Telecommunications networks are vulnerable to malicious and evolving intrusions or disruptive activities. A sufficient level of trust, therefore, with both the provider of the equipment and those performing managed services must exist at all times. A company providing such equipment, and particularly any company having access to or detailed knowledge of the infrastructures’ architectural blueprints, must be trusted to comply with United States laws, policies, and standards. If it cannot be trusted, then the United States and others should question whether the company should operate within the networks of our critical infrastructure.

The risk posed to U.S. national-security and economic interests by cyber-threats is an undeniable priority. First, the country’s reliance on telecommunications infrastructure includes more than consumers’ use of computer systems. Rather, multiple critical infrastructure systems depend on information transmission through telecommunications systems. These modern critical infrastructures include electric power grids; banking and finance systems; natural gas, oil, and water systems; and rail and shipping channels; each of which depend on computerized control systems. Further, system interdependencies among these critical infrastructures greatly increase the risk that failure in one system will cause failures or disruptions in multiple critical infrastructure systems. Therefore, a disruption in telecommunication networks can have devastating effects on all aspects of modern American living, causing shortages and stoppages that ripple throughout society.

Second, the security vulnerabilities that come along with this dependence are quite broad, and range from insider threats to cyber espionage and attacks from sophisticated nation states. In fact, there is a growing recognition of vulnerabilities resulting from foreign-sourced telecommunications supply chains used for U.S. national-security applications. The FBI, for example, has assessed with high confidence that threats to the supply chain from both nation-states and criminal elements constitute a high cyber threat. Similarly, the National Counterintelligence Executive assessed that
foreign attempts to collect U.S. technological and economic information will continue at a high level and will represent a growing and persistent threat to US economic security."\(^7\)

Third, the U.S. government must pay particular attention to products produced by companies with ties to regimes that present the highest and most advanced espionage threats to the U.S., such as China. Recent cyber-attacks often emanate from China, and even though precise attribution is a perennial challenge, the volume, scale, and sophistication often indicate state involvement. As the U.S.-China Commission explained in its unclassified report on China’s capabilities to conduct cyber warfare and computer network exploitation (CNE), actors in China seeking sensitive economic and national security information through malicious cyber operations often face little chance of being detected by their targets.\(^8\)

Finally, complicating this problem is the fact that Chinese telecommunications firms, such as Huawei and ZTE, are rapidly becoming dominant global players in the telecommunications market. In another industry, this development might not be particularly concerning. When those companies seek to control the market for sensitive equipment and infrastructure that could be used for spying and other malicious purposes, the lack of market diversity becomes a national concern for the United States and other countries.\(^9\) Of note, the United States is not the only country focusing on these concerns. Australia expressed similar concerns when it chose to ban Huawei from its national broadband infrastructure project.\(^10\) Great Britain has attempted to address the concerns by instituting an evaluation regime that limits Huawei’s access to the infrastructure and evaluates any Huawei equipment and software before they enter the infrastructure.\(^11\)

A. China has the means, opportunity, and motive to use telecommunications companies for malicious purposes.

Chinese intelligence collection efforts against the U.S. government are growing in "scale, intensity and sophistication."\(^12\) Chinese actors are also the world’s most active and persistent perpetrators of economic espionage.\(^13\) U.S. private sector firms and cybersecurity specialists report an ongoing onslaught of sophisticated computer network intrusions that originate in China, and are almost certainly the work of, or have the backing of, the Chinese government.\(^14\) Further, Chinese intelligence services, as well as private companies and other entities, often recruit those with direct access to corporate networks to steal trade secrets and other sensitive proprietary data.\(^15\)

These cyber and human-enabled espionage efforts often exhibit sophisticated technological capabilities, and these capabilities have the potential to translate into efforts to insert malicious hardware or software implants into Chinese-manufactured
telecommunications components and systems marketed to the United States. Opportunities to tamper with telecommunications components and systems are present throughout product development, and vertically integrated industry giants like Huawei and ZTE provide a wealth of opportunities for Chinese intelligence agencies to insert malicious hardware or software implants into critical telecommunications components and systems. China may seek cooperation from the leadership of a company like Huawei or ZTE for these reasons. Even if the company’s leadership refused such a request, Chinese intelligence services need only recruit working-level technicians or managers in these companies. Further, it appears that under Chinese law, ZTE and Huawei would be obligated to cooperate with any request by the Chinese government to use their systems or access them for malicious purposes under the guise of state security.

A sophisticated nation-state actor like China has the motivation to tamper with the global telecommunications supply chain, with the United States being a significant priority. The ability to deny service or disrupt global systems allows a foreign entity the opportunity to exert pressure or control over critical infrastructure on which the country is dependent. The capacity to maliciously modify or steal information from government and corporate entities provides China access to expensive and time-consuming research and development that advances China’s economic place in the world. Access to U.S. telecommunications infrastructure also allows China to engage in undetected espionage against the United States government and private sector interests. China’s military and intelligence services, recognizing the technological superiority of the U.S. military, are actively searching for asymmetrical advantages that could be exploited in any future conflict with the United States. Inserting malicious hardware or software implants into Chinese-manufactured telecommunications components and systems headed for U.S. customers could allow Beijing to shut down or degrade critical national security systems in a time of crisis or war. Malicious implants in the components of critical infrastructure, such as power grids or financial networks, would also be a tremendous weapon in China’s arsenal.

Malicious Chinese hardware or software implants would also be a potent espionage tool for penetrating sensitive U.S. national security systems, as well as providing access to the closed American corporate networks that contain the sensitive trade secrets, advanced research and development data, and negotiating or litigation positions that China would find useful in obtaining an unfair diplomatic or commercial advantage over the United States.

In addition to supply chain risks associated with hardware and software, managed services also pose a threat. Managed services, sold as part of the systems maintenance
contract, allow for remote network access for everyday updates to software and patches to glitches. Unfortunately, such contracts may also allow the managed-service contractor to use its authorized access for malicious activity under the guise of legitimate assistance. Such access also offers an opportunity for more-tailored economic or state-sponsored espionage activities. Telecommunications companies such as Huawei are seeking to expand service portions of their business. 20

The U.S. Government has acknowledged these concerns with telecommunications supply chain risk for several years. Indeed, as one of twelve critical infrastructure protection priorities outlined in the White House’s 2009 Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI), Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) is identified as a national concern. Similarly, the Executive Branch continues to review supply chain issues consistent with its National Strategy for Global Supply Chain Security, released in January 2012. A key part of the management of supply chain risk, as explained in the report, is to properly “understand and identify vulnerabilities to the supply chain that stem from both exploitation of the system by those seeking to introduce harmful products or materials and disruptions from intentional attacks, accidents, or natural disasters.” 21

B. Suggested “mitigation measures” cannot fully address the threat posed by Chinese telecommunications companies providing equipment and services to United States critical infrastructure.

Many countries struggle with the potential threats posed by untrustworthy telecommunications companies. In Great Britain, the government took initial steps (as part of an overall mitigation strategy) to address its concerns by entering into an agreement with Huawei to establish an independently managed Cyber Security Evaluation Centre (CSEC). CSEC conducts independent reviews of Huawei’s equipment and software deployed to the United Kingdom’s telecommunications infrastructure, and provides such results to the relevant UK carriers and UK government. The goal of the British government is to attempt to lessen the threat that Huawei products deployed in critical UK telecommunications infrastructure pose to the availability or integrity of UK networks.

Huawei and ZTE have proposed similar schemes for products entering the United States market, administered without U.S. government involvement, but by Electronic Warfare Associates or other private-sector security firms. 22 These partnerships seek to address concerns that the companies could permit the Chinese government to insert features or vulnerabilities into their products, which would assist espionage or cyber warfare. Unfortunately, there are concerns that such efforts if taken in the United States
will fall short of addressing security concerns given the breadth and scale of the U.S. telecommunications market.

Post-production evaluation processes are a standard approach to determining the security properties of complex, software-intensive systems. Processes like the Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation and various private certification services define a process by which an evaluator measures a product against a set of standards and assigns a security rating. The rating is meant to help a consumer know how much confidence to place in the security features of the device or software package. Both the implementation of the system and the methodology used to develop it, as documented by the manufacturer, are typically used as evidence for the chosen rating. Further, such processes are not necessarily designed to uncover malicious code but to encourage a foundational security baseline in security-enabled products.

For a variety of technical and economic reasons, evaluation programs as proposed by Huawei and ZTE are less useful than one might expect. In fact, the programs may create a false sense of security that an incomplete, flawed, or misapplied evaluation would provide. An otherwise careful consumer may choose to forego a thorough threat, application, and environment-based risk assessment, and the costs such evaluations entail, because an accredited outside expert has “blessed” the product in some way.

One key issue not addressed by standardized third-party security evaluations is product and deployment diversity. The behavior of a device or system can vary wildly depending on how and where it is configured, installed, and maintained. For time and cost reasons, an evaluation usually targets a snapshot of one product model configured in a specific and often unrealistically restrictive way. The pace of technology development today drives products to evolve far more rapidly than any third-party comprehensive evaluation process can follow. The narrow configuration specification used during testing almost ensures that an evaluated device will be deployed in a way not specifically covered by a formal evaluation. A security evaluation of a complex device is useless if the device is not deployed precisely in the same configuration as it was tested.

The evaluation of products prior to deployment only addresses the product portion of the lifecycle of networks. It is also important to recognize that how a network operator oversees its patch management, its trouble-shooting and maintenance, upgrades, and managed-service elements, as well as the vendors it chooses for such services, will affect the ongoing security of the network.

Vendors financing their own security evaluations create conflicts of interest that lead to skepticism about the independence and rigor of the result. A product
manufacturer will naturally pursue its own interests and ends which are not necessarily aligned with all interests of the consumers. A different, but related, race to the bottom has been noted for the similarly vendor-financed Common Criteria evaluations. The designers of the Common Criteria system understood this danger and implemented government certification for evaluators. The precaution seems mostly cosmetic as no certification has ever been challenged or revoked despite gaming and poor evaluation performance. Given similar concerns and about conflicts of interest, Huawei’s U.K. evaluators of Huawei equipment have been vetted by the U.K. government and hold government security clearances, and the U.K. process has the support of the U.K. Carriers. It is not clear yet, however, that such steps would readily transfer to the U.S. market or successfully overcome the natural incentives of the situation and lead to truly independent investigations.

The task of finding and eliminating every significant vulnerability from a complex product is monumental. If we also consider flaws intentionally inserted by a determined and clever insider, the task becomes virtually impossible. While there is a large body of literature describing techniques for finding latent vulnerabilities in hardware and software systems, no such technique claims the ability to find all such vulnerabilities in a pre-existing system. Techniques do exist that can prove a system implementation matches a design which has been formally verified to be free of certain types of flaws. However, such formal techniques must be incorporated throughout the design and development process to be effective. They cannot currently be applied to a finished product of significant size or complexity. Even when embedded into a design and development process, formal techniques of this type do not yet scale to the size of complete commercial telecommunication systems. It is highly unlikely that a security evaluation partnership such as that proposed by Huawei or ZTE, independent of its competence and motives, will be able to identify all relevant flaws in products the size and complexity of core network infrastructure devices. If significant flaws remain in widely fielded products and processes that are known to a potential adversary, it seems like the evaluation process has provided only marginal benefit.

A security evaluation of potentially suspect equipment being deployed in critical infrastructure roles may seem like an answer to the security problems posed. Unfortunately, given the complexity of the telecommunications grid, the limitations of current security evaluation techniques, and the economics of vendor-financed analyses provide a sense of security but not actual security. Significant security is available only through a thoughtful design and engineering process that addresses a complete system-of-systems across its full lifecycle, from design to retirement and includes aspects such as discrete technology components, their interactions, the human environment, and threats.
from the full spectrum of adversaries. The result of such a process should be a convincing set of diverse evidence that a system is worthy of our trust.26

II. Investigation

A. Scope of Investigation

The House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence is responsible for authorizing the intelligence activities of the United States and overseeing those activities to ensure that they are legal, effective, and properly resourced to protect the national security interests of the United States. Specifically, the Committee is charged with reviewing and studying on a continuing basis the authorities, programs, and activities of the Intelligence Community and with reviewing and studying on an exclusive basis the sources and methods of the community.27 Along with this responsibility is the obligation to study and understand the range of foreign threats faced by the United States, including those directed against our nation's critical infrastructure. Similarly, the Committee must evaluate the threats from foreign intelligence operations and ensure that the country's counterintelligence agencies are appropriately focused on and resourced to defeat those operations.28

The Committee's goals in this investigation were to inquire into the potential security risk posed by the top two Chinese telecommunications companies and review whether our government is properly positioned to understand and respond to that threat. An additional aim of this process has been to determine what information could be provided in an unclassified form to shed light on the key questions of whether the existence of these firms in our market would pose a national-security risk through the potential loss of control of U.S. critical infrastructure.

Of course, the United States' telecommunications sector increasingly relies on a global supply chain for the production and delivery of equipment and services. That reliance presents significant risks that other individuals or entities – including those backed by foreign governments – can and will exploit and undermine the reliability of the networks. Better understanding the supply-chain risks we face is vital if we are to protect the security and functionality of our networks and if we are to guard against national security and economic threats to those networks. The investigation's scope reflects the underlying need for the U.S. to manage the global supply chain system using a risk-based approach.

Recent studies highlight that actors in China are the source of more cyber-attacks than in any other country. The National Counterintelligence Executive, for example,
explained, in an open report on cyber-espionage, that “Chinese actors are the world’s most active and persistent perpetrators of economic espionage.” Thus, the Committee focused on those companies with the strongest potential Chinese ties and those that also seek greater entry into the United States market. Both Huawei and ZTE are indigenous Chinese firms, with histories that include connections to the Chinese government. Both Huawei and ZTE have already incorporated United States’ subsidiaries, and both are seeking to expand their footprint in the United States market. Huawei has received, thus far, the greatest attention from analysts and the media. Given the similarities of the two companies, however, including their potential ties to the Chinese government, support by the Chinese government, and goals to further their U.S. presence, the Committee focused on both Huawei and ZTE.

Both Huawei and ZTE assert that the Committee should not focus only on them to the exclusion of all other companies that manufacture parts or equipment in China. The Committee recognizes that many non-Chinese companies, including U.S. technology companies, manufacture some of their products in China. But it is not only the location of manufacturing that is important to the risk calculation. It is also ownership, history, and the products being marketed. These may not be the only two companies presenting this risk, but they are the two largest Chinese-founded, Chinese-owned telecommunications companies seeking to market critical network equipment to the United States. To review supply chain risk, the Committee decided to focus first on the largest perceived vulnerabilities, with an expectation that the conclusion of this investigation would inform how to view the potential threat to the supply chain from other companies or manufacturers operating in China and other countries.

B. Investigative Process

The Committee’s investigative process included extensive interviews with company and government officials, numerous document requests, and an open hearing with a senior official from both Huawei and ZTE. Committee staff reviewed available information on the specific companies, and Committee staff and members met with Huawei and ZTE officials for lengthy, in-depth meetings and interviews. Committee staff also toured the companies’ facilities and factories.

Specifically, on February 23, 2012, Committee staff met with and interviewed corporate executives of Huawei at its corporate headquarters in Shenzhen, China. The delegation toured Huawei’s corporate headquarters, reviewed company product lines, and toured a large manufacturing factory. Officials involved in the discussion from Huawei included Ken Hu, Huawei’s Deputy Chairman of the Board and Acting CEO; Evan Bai,
Vice President of the Treasury Management Office; Charlie Chen, Senior Vice President in charge of Huawei (USA); Jiang Xisheng, Secretary of the Board; John Suffolk, Global Security Officer; and Rose Hao, Export Regulator.

On April 12, 2012, Committee staff met with and interviewed corporate executives of ZTE at its corporate headquarters in Shenzhen, China. In addition to these meetings, the delegation took a brief tour of ZTE’s corporate headquarters, including a factory site. Officials from ZTE included Zhu Jinyun, ZTE’s Senior Vice President, U.S. and North America Market; Fan Qingfeng, Executive Vice President of Global Marketing and Sales; Guo Jianjun, Legal Director; Timothy Steinert, Independent Director of the Board (and Ali Baba Counsel); Ma Xuexing, Legal Director; Cao Wei, Security and Investor Relations with the Information Disclosure Office; Qian Yu, Security and Investor Relations with the Information Disclosure Office; and John Merrigan, attorney with DLA Piper.

In May of 2012, Ranking Member Ruppersberger along with Committee members Representative Nunes, Representative Bachmann, and Representative Schiff traveled to Hong Kong to meet with senior officials of both Huawei and ZTE. In addition to the senior officials present at the staff meetings, the Committee members met with Ren Zhengfei, the founder and President of Huawei.

After the meetings, the Committee followed-up with several pages of written questions and document requests to fill in information gaps, inconsistent or incomplete answers, and the need for corroborating documentary evidence of many of the companies' factual and historical assertions. Unfortunately, neither company was completely or fully responsive to the Committee’s document requests. Indeed, neither Huawei nor ZTE provided internal documents in response to the Committee’s letter. To attempt, again, to answer the remaining questions, the Committee called each company to an open hearing.

On September 13, 2012, the Committee held an open hearing with representatives of both ZTE and Huawei. The witnesses included Mr. Charles Ding, corporate senior vice president and Huawei’s representative to the United States, and Mr. Zhu Jinyun, ZTE senior vice president for North America and Europe. The hearing was designed to be both thorough and fair. The witnesses were each given twenty minutes for an opening statement and each was aided by an interpreter during the question and answer portion of the hearing to ensure that the witnesses were given the maximum opportunity to understand the questions and answer completely and factually.
Once again, the witnesses’ answers were often vague and incomplete. For example, they claimed to have no understanding or knowledge of commonly used terms, could not answer questions about the composition of their internal Party Committees, refused to provide straightforward answers about their operations in the United States, sought to avoid answering questions about their histories of intellectual property protection, and claimed to have no understanding or knowledge of Chinese laws that force them to comply with the Chinese government’s requests for access to their equipment. The companies’ responses to the Committee’s questions for the record after the hearing included similar evasive answers.

C. Investigative Challenges

This unclassified report discloses the unclassified information the Committee received when trying to understand the nature of these companies, the formal role of the Chinese government or Chinese Communist Party within them, and their current operations in the United States. In pursuing this goal, the Committee faced many challenges, some of which are shared by many who seek to understand the relationship between the government and business in China and the threat posed to our infrastructure. These challenges include: the lack of transparency in Chinese corporate and bureaucratic structures that leads to a lack of trust; general private sector concerns with providing proprietary or confidential information; fears of retribution if private-sector companies or individuals discuss their concerns; and uncertain attribution of cyber attacks.

The classified annex provides significantly more information adding to the Committee’s concerns. That information cannot be shared publicly without risking U.S. national security. The unclassified report itself, however, highlights that Huawei and ZTE have failed to assuage the Committee’s significant security concerns presented by their continued expansion into the United States. Indeed, given the companies’ repeated failure to answer key questions thoroughly and clearly, or support those answers with credible internal evidence, the national-security concerns about their operations have not been ameliorated. In fact, given their obstructionist behavior, the Committee believes addressing these concerns have become an imperative for the country.

In addition to the Committee’s discussions with the companies, the Committee investigators spoke with industry experts and former and present employees about the companies. Companies around the United States have experienced odd or alerting incidents using Huawei or ZTE equipment. Officials with these companies, however, often expressed concern that publicly acknowledging these incidents would be detrimental to their internal investigations and attribution efforts, undermine their ongoing efforts to defend their systems, and also put at risk their ongoing contracts.
Similarly, statements by former or current employees describing flaws in the Huawei or ZTE equipment and other potentially unethical or illegal behavior by Huawei officials were hindered by employees' fears of retribution or retaliation.\textsuperscript{32}

Further, the inherent difficulty in attributing the precise individual or entity responsible for known attacks within the United States continues to hinder the technological capability for investigators to determine the source of attacks or any connections among industry, government, and the hacker community within China.\textsuperscript{33}

III. Summary of Findings

Chinese telecommunications companies provide an opportunity for the Chinese government to tamper with the United States telecommunications supply chain. That said, understanding the level and means of state influence and control of economic entities in China remains difficult. As Chinese analysts explain, state control or influence of purportedly private-sector entities in China is neither clear nor disclosed.\textsuperscript{34} The Chinese government and the Chinese Communist Party, experts explain, can exert influence over the corporate boards and management of private sector companies, either formally through personnel choices, or in more subtle ways.\textsuperscript{35} As ZTE's submission to the Committee states, "the degree of possible government influence must vary across a spectrum."\textsuperscript{36}

The Committee thus focused primarily on reviewing Huawei's and ZTE's ties to the Chinese state, including support by the Chinese government and state-owned banks, their connections to the Chinese Communist Party, and their work done on behalf of the Chinese military and intelligence services. The Committee also probed the companies' compliance with U.S. laws, such as those protecting intellectual property, to determine whether the companies can be trusted as good corporate actors. The Committee did not attempt a review of all technological vulnerabilities of particular ZTE and Huawei products or components. Of course, the Committee took seriously recent allegations of backdoors, or other unexpected elements in either company's products, as reported previously and during the course of the investigation. But the expertise of the Committee does not lend itself to comprehensive reviews of particular pieces of equipment.

The investigation sought to answer several key questions about the companies that would, including:

- What are the companies' histories and management structures, including any initial ties to the Chinese government, military, or Communist party?
• How and to what extent does the Chinese government or the Chinese Communist Party exert control or influence over the decisions, operations, and strategy of Huawei and ZTE?
• Are Huawei and ZTE treated as national champions or otherwise given unfair or special advantages or financial incentives by the Chinese government?
• What is the presence of each company in the United States market and how much influence does the parent company in Shenzhen influence its operations in the United States?
• Do the companies comply with legal obligations, including those protecting intellectual property rights and international sanctions regimes (such as those with respect to Iran)?

The Committee found the companies’ responses to these lines of inquiry inadequate and unclear. Moreover, despite repeated requests, the companies’ consistently provided very little – if any – internal documentation substantiating their answers. The few documents provided could rarely be authenticated or validated because of the companies’ failure to follow standard document-production standards as provided by the Committee and standard with such investigations. Moreover, the apparent control of the Chinese government over this information remains a hindrance to a thorough investigation. One of the companies asserted clearly both verbally and in writing that it could not provide internal documentation that was not first approved by the Chinese government. The fact that Chinese companies believe that their internal documentation or information remains a “state secret,” only heightens concerns about Chinese government control over these firms and their operations.

The Committee is disappointed that Huawei and ZTE neither answered fully nor chose to provide supporting documentation for their claims, especially given that Huawei requested a thorough and complete investigation. The Committee simply cannot rely on the statements of company officials that their equipment’s presence in U.S. critical infrastructure does not present a threat, and that the companies are not, or would not be, under pressure by the Chinese government to act in ways contrary to United States interests. The findings below summarize what the Committee has learned from information available, and suggest avenues for further inquiry.

A. The Committee finds that Huawei did not fully cooperate with the investigation and was unwilling to explain its relationship with the Chinese government or Chinese Communist Party, while credible evidence exists that it fails to comply with U.S. laws.

Throughout this investigation, Huawei officials sought to portray the company as transparent. Huawei consistently refused, however, to provide detailed answers in
written form or provide internal documentation to support their answers to questions at the heart of the investigation. Specifically, Huawei would not fully describe the history, structure, and management of Huawei and its subsidiaries to the Committee’s satisfaction. The Committee received almost no information on the role of Chinese Communist Party Committee within Huawei or specifics about how Huawei interacts in formal channels with the Chinese government. Huawei refused to provide details about its business operations in the United States, failed to disclose details of its dealings with the Chinese military or intelligence services, and would not provide clear answers on the firm’s decision-making processes. Huawei also failed to provide any internal documents in response to the Committee’s written document requests, thus impeding the Committee’s ability to evaluate fully the company’s answers or claims.

In addition to discussions with Huawei officials, the Committee has interviewed several current and former employees of Huawei USA, whose employees describe a company that is managed almost completely by the Huawei parent company in China, thus undermining Huawei’s claims that its United States operations are largely independent of parent company. The testimony and evidence of individuals who currently or formerly worked for Huawei in the United States or who have done business with Huawei also brought to light several very serious allegations of illegal behavior that require additional investigation. The Committee will refer these matters to the Executive Branch for potential investigation.

These allegations were not the focus or thrust of the investigation, but they were uncovered in the course of the investigation. The Committee believes that they reveal a potential pattern of unethical and illegal behavior by Huawei officials, allegations that of themselves create serious doubts about whether Huawei can be trusted to operate in the United States in accordance with United States legal requirements and international codes of business conduct.

i. Huawei did not provide clear and complete information on its corporate structure and decision-making processes, and it likely remains dependent on the Chinese government for support.

Huawei markets itself as a “leading global ICT [“Information Communications Technology”] solution provider,” that is “committed to providing reliable and secure networks.”  

Throughout the investigation, Huawei consistently denied having any links to the Chinese government and maintains that it is a private, employee-owned company. Many industry analysts, however, have suggested otherwise; many believe, for example, that the founder of Huawei, Ren Zhengfei, was a director of the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) Information Engineering Academy, an organization that they believe is associated with 3PLA, China’s signals intelligence division, and that his connections to the military continue. Further, many analysts suggest that the Chinese government and military proclaim that Huawei is a “national champion” and provide Huawei market-distorting financial support.

In seeking to understand the Chinese government’s influence or control over Chinese telecommunications companies, the Committee focused on Huawei’s corporate structure and decision-making processes. Better information about Huawei’s corporate structure would also help answer lingering questions caused by Huawei’s historic lack of transparency. For years, analysts have struggled to understand how Huawei’s purported employee-ownership model works in practice, and how that ownership translates into corporate leadership and decision-making. Huawei repeatedly asserts that it is a private, employee-owned and controlled company that is not influenced by the Chinese government or Chinese Communist Party. Executives also asserted that the unique shareholder and compensation arrangement is the foundation of the company’s rise and success.

Available information does not align with Huawei’s description of this structure, and many analysts believe that Huawei is not actually controlled by its common shareholders, but actually controlled by an elite subset of its management. The Committee thus requested further information on the structure of the company’s ownership. For example, the Committee requested that Huawei list the ten largest shareholders of the company. Huawei refused to answer. At the hearing on September 13, 2012, Huawei admits that its shareholder agreement gives veto power to Ren Zhengfei, the founder and president of the company. Other public statements by the company undermine the suggestion that the 60,000 supposed shareholders of Huawei control the company’s decisions. For example, in the company’s 2011 report, Mr. Ren highlighted that Huawei’s Board of Directors:

will not make maximizing the interests of stakeholders (including employees, governments, and suppliers) its goal. Rather, it holds on to the core corporate values that are centered on customer interests and encourage employee dedication.

Such statements undermine the credibility of Huawei’s repeated claims that its employees control the company. Thus, to explore these conflicts, the Committee focused much attention on the shareholder program. Of note, the only nonpublic, purportedly internal documents that Huawei provided to the Committee in the course of the
investigation are unsigned copies of its shareholder agreement documents. 
Unfortunately, the Committee could not verify the legitimacy of these documents, 
because they were unsigned and non-official.

Huawei officials explained that Chinese law forbids foreigners from holding 
shares in Chinese companies absent a special waiver. Current and former Huawei 
employees confirm that only Chinese nationals working at Huawei in the United States 
participate in the shareholding plan. The inability of non-Chinese employees of Huawei 
to hold shares of the company further erodes its claim that it is truly an employee-run organization as an entire group of employees are not only disadvantaged, but automatically excluded from any chance to participate in the process.

Huawei consistently asserted that the Chinese government has no influence over 
corporate behavior and that the company is instead managed as an employee-owned enterprise through Huawei’s Employee Stock Ownership Program (ESOP). Officials explained that the shareholding plan is not a benefits plan; rather, it provides high-performing employees an option to buy dividend-providing shares and thereby share in the value of the company. Eligible employees are given the option to buy shares at a certain company determined price, and can only sell the shares when they leave the company or with approval.

Huawei also provided staff access to shareholder ballots for shareholder representatives and the Board of Directors. These too did not appear to be facially fraudulent, but they were impossible to authenticate, especially as investigators were not allowed to remove the documents from Huawei’s facilities for third-party validation. The documents appeared to highlight that shareholders have a write-in option for union representatives, but there is no such option for the Board of Directors. Rather, Huawei officials stated that the nominees for the Board are chosen prior to the vote by the previous Board. It was unclear how the original Board was established, and Huawei has consistently failed to provide any answers about who was previously on its Board of Directors.

Huawei further explained that in 1994, the first Company Law of China was officially published, regulating the establishment and operations of limited liability companies. Under this law, the maximum number of shareholders was 50 individuals. Thus, in 1997, Huawei claims to have changed its legal structure to a limited liability company, and started the employee stock ownership program through the union. Similarly, Huawei asserted that in 1997, the City of Shenzhen issued policies regarding
employee shareholdings. According to Huawei, it designed its shareholder program to conform to the Company Law of China, and the laws and policies of the City of Shenzhen.\textsuperscript{52}

According to Huawei, the union, known as Union of Huawei Investment and Holding Co., Ltd., facilitates ESOP implementation. The Union is a lawfully registered association of China. Huawei officials stated that “Huawei’s success can be directly linked to the company’s unique compensation structure.”\textsuperscript{53} Currently, Huawei claims that the Union holds 98.7% of the ESOP shares, and Mr. Ren holds 1.3%. At the Huawei explained that as of December 31, 2011, ESOP has 65,596 participants, which it alleges are all Huawei employees (current and retired), it claims that there are no third parties, including government institutions, holding any ownership-stake in the company.

Questions remained after the Committee staff’s meeting with Huawei officials. Most importantly, the Committee did not receive clear information about how precisely candidates for the Board of Directors are chosen. This is a concern because such individuals are key decision-makers of the company and those whose potential connections to the government are of high concern. According to Huawei officials, the previous Board nominates the individuals for the current Board. But it is not clear how the original Board was established and Huawei refuses to describe how the first Board of Directors and first Supervisory Board were chosen.\textsuperscript{54}

As described above, Huawei provided the Committee unsigned, unauthenticated documents purporting to be: (1) Articles of Restricted Phantom Shares; (2) Letter of Undertakings of Restricted Phantom Shares; (3) Notice of Share Issuance and Confirmation Letter; (4) List of Shareholding Employees; (5) Record of Employee Payments and Buyback, (6) Receipts of Employee Share Payments and Buyback; (7) Election Records of the 2010 ESOP Representatives Election (procedures, ballots, results, announcements, etc.); (8) and conclusions of the 2010 ESOP Representatives Meeting. The Committee could not validate the legitimacy of these documents given that Huawei only provided unsigned drafts. Below are summaries of key information from these documents.\textsuperscript{55}

\textbf{(1) ESOP Restricted Phantom Shares--Summary}

\begin{itemize}
  \item ESOP Restricted Phantom Shares Article 20 states that target grantees of employee stocks are current employees with high performance.
\end{itemize}
Each year, the company determines the numbers of shares an employee can purchase based on job performance. Eligible employees must sign the Confirmation Letter and the Letter of Undertakings and make payments for the shares.

An employee’s stocks can be held only by the employee him/herself, and cannot be transferred or disposed by the employee. When an employee leaves the company (except for those who meet the retirement requirements with minimal eight years of tenure and 45 years old), stocks will be purchased back by the company.

The current stock price is the net asset value of the stock from the previous year. When an employee purchases more shares or the Union takes shares back, it is based on the current stock price. The dividend amount of each year is based on the performance of the company.

(2) Articles of Restricted Phantom Shares—

a. The Commission

The Commission is composed of 51 Representatives and nine alternates, elected by the Active Beneficiaries as organized by the Union with a term of five years.

- Active beneficiary is defined as an active employee who works at Shenzhen Huawei Investment and Holding Co, Ltd or any of its equity affiliates and participates in the Plan of the Union.

- In the event there is a vacancy, the Alternate shall take up the vacancy in sequence. The Alternates can attend, but not vote at, all meetings.

- The Commission reviews and approves restricted phantom share issuance proposals; reviews and approves dividend distribution proposals; reviews and approves reports of the
board of shareholding employees; elects and replaces any member of the board; elects and replaces any member of Supervisory Board; reviews and approves procedures for electing representatives; approves amendments of these articles; reviews and approves the use of the reserve fund; reviews and approves other material matters with respect to restricted phantom share; perform functions as the shareholders of the company, exercises the rights of the shareholder, and develops resolutions regarding material matters such as capital increase, profit distribution, and selection of Directors and Supervisors.

- Meetings of the Commission shall be convened at least once a year, and shall be convened by the Board and presided over by the Chairman of the Board or the Vice Chairman.

b. The Board

- The Board is responsible for regular management authority and shall be responsible to the Commission.

- The main functions of the Board are to: prepare restricted phantom share issuance proposal; preparation of the dividends distribution proposal; formulation, approval, and amendment of the detailed rules, processes, and implementation methods with respect to the restricted phantom shares; preparation of the amendments to articles; determination on the detailed proposal as to the use of the Reserve Fund; execution of the resolutions of the Commission; exercise of the specific rights and powers of a shareholder of the Investee Company except for the matters on which a resolution from Commission is required; determination of other matters that shall be determined by the Board.

- The Board consists of 13 directors selected by the Commission; each serves for five years.
• The Board must convene at least once a year; it needs 2/3 present, and resolutions of the meetings shall be approved by at least 1/2 of all Directors.

• The Board may establish a restricted phantom share management committee and other necessary organizations responsible for carrying out and implementing the work assigned by the Board and for detailed matters with respect to the management of the restricted phantom shares, such as evaluation, distribution, and repurchase of the restricted phantom shares as well as management of the account and the Reserve Fund/treasury shares related to restricted phantom shares.

c. Supervisory Board

• The Supervisory Board is the organization responsible for supervising the implementation of the shareholder plan with its main functions and powers as follows:
  ▪ supervising the implementation of the resolutions by the Board;
  ▪ making recommendations or inquiries in event of any violation of any law, regulation or these Articles by the Board;
  ▪ making work reports to the Commission; and
  ▪ other regular functions and powers.

• Supervisors may attend Board meetings as non-voting delegate.

• The Supervisory Board shall consist of five Supervisors who shall be elected by the Commission to five year terms; no Director can serve concurrently as a Supervisor.

• Convene at least once a year, need minimum of 2/3 present, resolutions require approval of at least 2/3 of all Supervisors.

d. Validity of Resolutions
• Before 31 December 2018, Mr. Ren shall have a right to veto the decisions regarding restricted phantom shares and Huawei’s material matters (resolutions of the Board, Commission, and Shareholder’s Meeting of the Company).

• Starting from 1 January 2013, the confirmed Active Beneficiaries who represent a minimum of 15% of the restricted phantom shares (excluding the restricted phantom shares held by the Restructuring Beneficiaries and the Retained Restricted Phantom Shares) shall have a right to veto the decisions regarding restricted phantom shares and Huawei’s material matters (including resolutions of the Board, the Commission, and the Shareholders’ Meeting of the Company).

• The relevant resolutions shall take effect in the event that the owner(s) of the right of veto does (do) not exercise the right of veto against the aforementioned resolutions.

(3) Acquisition of Restricted Phantom Shares

• The restricted phantom shares of the Union shall be issued to those key employees of the Company who have displayed excellent work performance.

• The Restricted Phantom Share Management Committee shall decide annually whether to issue shares, and the number of shares to be issued, based on the comprehensive evaluation of the work performance of such employee and in accordance with the evaluation rules of the restricted phantom shares. Retired or restructuring beneficiaries are not allowed to purchase new shares.

(4) Confidentiality and Non-Competition Obligations of the Beneficiaries

• No Active Beneficiary or Restructuring Beneficiary shall directly or indirectly have a second job in any way, work for any enterprise other than the Company without written consent of the Company or without entering into the relevant agreement with the Company.

******************
ii. **Huawei failed to explain its relationships with the Chinese government, and its assertions denying support by the Chinese government are not credible.**

The nature of the modern Chinese economy is relevant for understanding Huawei’s connection to the Chinese state. The Chinese government often provides financial backing to industries and companies of strategic importance. Indeed, analysts of the Chinese political economy state that:

Huawei operates in what Beijing explicitly refers to as one of seven “strategic sectors.” Strategic sectors are those considered as core to the national and security interests of the state. In these sectors, the CCP [Chinese Communist Party] ensures that “national champions” dominate through a combination of market protectionism, cheap loans, tax and subsidy programs, and diplomatic support in the case of offshore markets. Indeed, it is not possible to thrive in one of China’s strategic sectors without regime largesse and approval. 56

Similarly, the U.S.-China Commission has explained, with Chinese companies, “the government’s role is not always straightforward or disclosed.” Despite some reforms, “much of the Chinese economy remains under the ownership or control of various parts of the Chinese government.” 57 The U.S. China-Commission lists Huawei as a form of enterprise in China that exists in a relatively new market and receives generous government policies to support its development and impose difficulties for foreign competition. 58

The Committee thus inquired into the precise relationship between the Chinese government and Huawei. During the Committee’s meetings with Huawei executives, and during the open hearing on September 13, 2012, Huawei officials consistently denied having any connection to or influence by the Chinese government beyond that which is typical regulation. 59 Specifically, Huawei explained in its written responses to the Committee, that “Huawei maintains normal commercial communication and interaction with relevant government supervisory agencies, including the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and the Ministry of Commerce.” 60 Huawei claims that it “does not interact with government agencies that are not relevant to its business activities, including the Ministry of National Defense, the Ministry of State Security, and the Central Military Commission.” 61 Huawei, however, did not provide information with which the Committee could evaluate these claims, as Huawei refused to answer the
specific questions of the Committee inquiring about the company’s precise mechanisms of interaction with and regulation by these government bodies.

The Committee did not expect Huawei to prove that it has “no ties” to the government. Rather, in light of even experts’ lack of certainty about the state-run capitalist system in China, the Committee sought greater understanding of its actual relationship with the Chinese government. The Committee requested that Huawei support and prove its statements about its regulatory interaction by providing details and evidence explaining the nature of this formal interaction. Any company operating in the United States could very easily describe and produce evidence of the federal entities with which it must interact, including which government officials are their main points of contact at those regulatory agencies.

In its written submission in response to the Committee’s questions, Huawei simply asserted that it “maintains normal commercial communication and interaction with relevant government supervisory agencies, including the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and the Ministry of Commerce.” Huawei’s failure to provide further detailed information explaining how it is formally regulated, controlled, or otherwise managed by the Chinese government undermines the company’s repeated assertions that it is not inappropriately influenced by the Chinese government. Huawei appears simply unwilling to provide greater details that would explain its relationships with the Chinese government in a way that would alleviate security concerns.

Similarly, Huawei officials did not provide detailed answers about the backgrounds of previous Board Members. Rather, the Committee simply received the same biographies as previously disclosed of current members of the Board of Directors and Supervisory Board. Previous Board Members may have significant ties to the Party, military, or government. And since the previous Board is responsible for nominating the current Board members, this information is important to understanding the historical progression of the company. Because the biographies of the previous members would highlight possible connections to military or intelligence elements of the Chinese government, Huawei’s consistent failure to provide this information is alerting.

iii. Huawei admits that the Chinese Communist Party maintains a Party Committee within the company, but it failed to explain what that Committee does on behalf of the Party or which individuals compose the Committee.

Huawei’s connection to the Chinese Communist Party is a key concern for the Committee because it represents the opportunity for the State to exert its influence over
the decisions and operations of a company seeking to expand into the critical infrastructure in the United States. This concern is founded on the ubiquitous nature of the Chinese Party in the affairs of institutions and entities in China, and the consensus view that the Party exerts pressure on and directs the resources of economic actors in China.64

In response to the numerous opportunities to answer questions about its connection to the Party, Huawei stated that the company has no relevant connections. For example, in response to the Committee’s written questions about the role of the Party in the company’s affairs, Huawei merely stated that it “has no relationship with the Chinese Communist Party in its business activities.”65

Huawei admits, however, that an internal Party Committee exists within Huawei. Huawei simply states that party committees are required by Chinese law to exist in all companies in China.66 The existence of these Committees is, however, of particular relevance. Huawei states in its defense that all economic institutions in China are required to have a state Party apparatus inside the company. This is not, however, a compelling defense for companies seeking to build critical infrastructure in the United States. Indeed, experts in Chinese political economy agree that it is through these Committees that the Party exerts influence, pressure, and monitoring of corporate activities. In essence, these Committees provide a shadow source of power and influence directing, even in subtle ways, the direction and movement of economic resources in China.67 It is therefore suspicious that Huawei refuses to discuss or describe that Party Committee’s membership. Huawei similarly refuses to explain what decisions of the company are reviewed by the Party Committee, and how individuals are chosen to serve on the Party Committee.

Similarly, Huawei officials did not provide information about Mr. Ren’s role or stature in the Party. In his official biography, Mr. Ren admits that he was asked to be a member of the 12th National Congress of the Communist Party of China in 1982. The National Congress is the once-in-a-decade forum through which the next leaders of the Chinese state are chosen. The Party members asked to play a role in China’s leadership transition are considered key players in the state apparatus.68 Mr. Ren proudly admits that he was invited to that Congress, but he will not describe his duties. Shortly after being given such a prestigious role, Mr. Ren successfully founded Huawei, though he asserts he did so without any government or Party assistance.69 Huawei likewise refuses to answer whether Mr. Ren has been invited to subsequent National Congresses or has played any role in Party functions since that time.70
From the review of available information, Huawei may have connections and ties to Chinese leadership that it refuses to disclose. In light of Huawei's refusal to discuss details of its acknowledged Chinese Communist Party Committee, the Committee questions the company's ability to be candid about any other possible connections to the government, military, or Chinese Communist Party.

iv. Huawei's corporate history suggests ties to the Chinese military, and Huawei failed to provide detailed answers to questions about those connections.

Huawei explained the founding and development of the company by focusing on the life and history of Ren Zhengfei, Huawei's founder. According to Huawei officials, Mr. Ren was a member of the Chinese military's engineering corps as a soldier tasked to establish the Liao Yang Chemical Fiber Factory and was promoted as a Deputy Director, which was a professional role equivalent to a Deputy Regimental Chief, but without military rank. Mr. Ren then retired from the army in 1983 after the engineering corps disbanded, and next worked for a State Owned Enterprise (SOE) following his retirement. According to this account, Mr. Ren was "dissatisfied" with his low salary and career path at the SOE, so in 1987, he established Huawei. Huawei officials did not explain how he was able to leave his employment with a SOE or whether he got agreement of the state to do so. Huawei officials denied that Mr. Ren was a senior member of the military. The Committee's requests for more information about Mr. Ren's military and professional background were unanswered. Huawei refused to describe Mr. Ren's full military background. Huawei refused to state to whom he reported when he was in the military. Huawei refused to answer questions about how he was invited to join the 12th National Congress, what duties he performed for the Party, and whether he has been asked to similar state-party matters.

Huawei similarly denied allegations that Ms. Sun Yafang, Chairwoman of Huawei, was previously affiliated with the Ministry of State Security. Mr. Ding responded to Committee questions after the hearing that, to his knowledge, reports about Ms. Yafang in Chinese publications, such as those in Xinjing Bao, are erroneous. Mr. Ding did not respond to questions asking about how such publications received such information, or whether Ms. Yafang's previous biography on the Huawei website was erroneous as well. Rather, Mr. Ding simply provided again Ms. Yafang's corporate biography from the Huawei Annual Report 2011.

With respect to Huawei's founders, Huawei cited a Chinese legal requirement that new companies in the economic development zone must have a minimum of five
shareholders and 20,000 RMB registered capital. During meetings with the Committee, Huawei officials claimed that in 1987, Mr. Ren raised 21,000 RMB with personal savings and five other private investors. To the best of the officials’ knowledge, none of the five investors had worked with Mr. Ren prior to start-up and one individual has previous affiliation with the government. According to Huawei officials, the five investors never actually worked for Huawei and withdrew their investments several years later.

The Committee struggled to get answers from Huawei on the details of this founding, including how Mr. Ren came to know the initial individual investors, whether his connections to the military were important to the eventual development of the firm, and whether his role in the Party remains a factor in his and his company’s success.

v. The Committee finds that Huawei’s failure to provide information about the Chinese government’s 1999 investigation of the company for tax fraud exemplifies how it refuses to be transparent; the apparent ease with which Huawei ended the investigation undermines Huawei’s assertion that the Chinese government finds Huawei to be a disfavored telecommunications solutions provider in China.

Huawei officials claimed that after growing in rural areas in China throughout the 1990s, the Chinese government investigated the company at length between 1998-99 for tax fraud. Huawei officials stated that they believed this investigation was politically motivated and performed at the urging of the company’s competition – specifically, other telecommunications companies that are also state-owned enterprises. Mr. Ken Hu explained the investigation was a turning point in the history of the company. Specifically, Mr. Hu stated that Huawei’s movement to opportunities outside of China was the result of this investigation. Indeed, these officials sought to explain that this episode proves that Huawei was not in fact a “national champion” or otherwise a favored company in China.

Given the obvious importance Huawei placed on this tax-fraud investigation, the Committee’s subsequent questions and document requests sought detailed information and further documentary support for its version of events. In particular, the Committee sought information on the conclusion of the Chinese investigation. This information is particularly important to the Committee given the apparent pride displayed by certain Huawei officials in Shenzhen when describing how they successfully used their connections to end the investigation. The ability of these corporate officers to end a politically-motivated investigation suggests that Huawei officials were not as lacking in political power or influence with the government as they suggested.
Despite the importance placed on this event, Huawei failed to address the Committee's questions in its written submission. The company also failed to provide any material that would support Huawei's assertions that the investigation was closed legitimately or without attendant conditions placed on Huawei.

vi. Huawei failed to explain its relationships with western consulting firms, and any claims that its success is on account of those relationships, rather than support by the Chinese government, are not credible.

Huawei officials stated that one reason for the company's success was its reliance on the advice of western consulting firms, such as IBM, Accenture, and Price Waterhouse Cooper. Huawei sought to convince the Committee that it was the advice of these companies -- and not support by the Chinese government -- that explains Huawei's miraculous growth in recent years.

Because of the importance Huawei places on the advice given by these consulting firms, the Committee sought greater information and evidence showing that such advice had important effects for the company. The Committee made clear that it did not seek information on the terms of the contractual arrangements with the consulting firms, but rather what information they reviewed from Huawei and what advice was provided. The Committee offered to keep such information confidential to avoid concerns about disclosing proprietary information.

Huawei responded with only a vague description of the advice provided by these companies. Specifically, although "[s]ince 1997, Huawei has relied on western management consulting firms to help improve [its] capabilities, build [its] processes, and develop a comprehensive management system driven by customer requirements," Huawei failed to provide details about how those companies reformed the company other than providing a few sentences mentioning standard business practices, including lead to cash (LTC), integrated product development (IPD), issue to resolution (ITR), and integrated financial services (IFS). Huawei, refused "to provide additional details as to [its] consultancy relationships" citing concerns about proprietary information contained in that advice. The Committee explained that it is most interested in evidence revealing what Huawei did in response to the advice of these firms, and specifically financial or other evidence that supports its position that those changes were responsible for efficiencies, growth, and market success. Huawei could have answered such questions without revealing proprietary information held by these companies. The Committee
was also willing to enter into a confidentiality agreement with all parties, an offer Huawei declined to accept or pursue.87

Huawei has made the details of this consulting advice relevant to this investigation by attributing its rapid success to the advice rendered by these consulting firms. It is not then reasonable for Huawei to withhold that information from the Committee so that it could evaluate those claims. If Huawei has within its possession information and documents that would prove that the advice given by these firms was key to Huawei’s success, Huawei should provide such information.88 The Committee was and remains willing to enter into confidentiality agreements with all parties to solve any concerns about the release of proprietary information. Huawei has failed to accept this offer. Its failure to do so is indicative of the lack of cooperation shown throughout this investigation.

vii. Huawei failed to answer key questions or provide supporting documentation for its claims to be financially independent of the Chinese government.

As a company of strategic importance to China, Huawei’s stature will be reflected in the level of financial support and direction it receives from the Chinese government and Party.89 One way to review that support and direction provided by the state is through the financing the company receives. Many industry experts and telecommunications companies describe below-market pricing.90 Thus, the Committee sought more information about Huawei’s financing, including its customer financing. Such financial information would also help provide greater understanding about the financial structuring of a firm that remains largely opaque.

During the Committee’s hearing, Mr. Ding suggested he did not understand and had no knowledge of the term “national champion,” which is often used to describe favored Chinese companies throughout the economic literature on China.91 The Committee finds that Mr. Ding’s suggestion that he does not understand the term is not credible. Huawei itself provided Capitol Hill offices a slide presentation in November 2011, which used the term “national champion” several times.92 In response to the Committee’s questions about use of the term in that document, Huawei did not deny that it used the document and provided the document containing the term.93 Rather, Huawei stated that the particular slide in the larger document was created by a third party and thus not Huawei’s responsibility.94 The Committee finds that Huawei’s knowing use of the document in its discussions with United States elected representatives is sufficient evidence to prove that Huawei does in fact have an understanding of the term. Mr.
Ding’s consistent refusal to answer questions about which firms are considered national champions in the Chinese telecommunications sector was obstructionist. In fact, his response to the Committee’s question that “Huawei has not paid attention to the meaning of ‘national champion’ before,” is obviously untrue given the company’s use of the term in its presentations previously. Moreover, his answers suggest that he did not want to explain how it was that Huawei, the number one telecommunications provider in China, is not a company of strategic importance in China, as recognized by others around the world.

Huawei officials also deny that they have received any special financial incentives or support from the Chinese government. Huawei claimed that the company simply takes advantage of general Chinese banking opportunities, but does not seek to influence or coordinate with banks such as the Chinese Development Bank and the Export-Import Bank, which are both state owned. In previous presentations, Huawei had suggested that it served as an “intermediary and bridge” between the state-backed financial institutions and Huawei customers. Huawei refused, however, to provide more detail about precisely how those lines of credit developed. Huawei also refused to answer specifics about its formal relationships with the Chinese banks, opting to simply answer that it maintains “normal business relations” with the Export-Import Bank of China.

In its presentation to the Committee during the February meeting, Huawei provided a list of the Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) it claims to have signed with Chinese banks for lines of credit for its customers. Huawei admits that its customers have a US $100 billion in credit available, yet Huawei asserts that only $5.867 billion has been drawn in the period between 2005 and 2011. Further, in its written responses, Huawei states that it is a “financing opportunity available to customers, not to Huawei.” Yet Huawei explained at the February 23, 2012, meeting with Committee investigators that the goal of the large available credit lines was for China “to appear impressive” and that “Huawei had to participate or would no longer receive loans” from Chinese banks. In response to repeated questions and document requests, Huawei failed to provide further written explanation of the benefits Huawei gains from these financing arrangements, and it did not provide internal documents or any auditable information that would substantiate its claims about the scope and processes of this financing.

Similarly, Huawei refused to describe the details of its relationships with Chinese state-owned banks. For example, in Mr. Ding’s statement for the record, he explained that Huawei receives loans from ten Chinese banks. But Mr. Ding refused to answer how many of those ten banking institutions in China are state-owned. As described in the
previous section, Huawei also refused to provide “additional details as to [its] consultancy relationships” because it would “include highly sensitive proprietary information” governed by non-disclosure agreements. In response to Committee questions about Huawei’s success and whether it was owing to the company’s support from the Chinese government, Huawei represented to the Committee that its relationships with and advice received from these companies are the source of the company’s global success. Because Huawei refuses to provide details on those relationships and advice rendered, the Committee cannot evaluate its claim that any of its success is due to these relationships. Accordingly, the Committee discounts the role played by these consulting companies, and continues to find it likely that Huawei has substantially benefited from the support of the Chinese government.

In sum, Huawei admits that its customers receive billions of dollars in support from Chinese state-owned banks and that it has received favorable loans from Chinese banks for years. Huawei refuses to provide answers to direct questions about how this support was secured, nor does it provide internal documentation or auditable financial records to evaluate its claims that the terms of these agreements comply with standard practice and international trade agreements. The Committee is equally concerned with statements by company leaders that undermine the Committee’s confidence in the financial information the company has provided. For example, in a June 2007 speech to Huawei employees in the United Kingdom, Mr. Ren stated that he appreciated the subsidiary’s attempt to create financial statements, “whether the data is accurate or not.” Based on available information, the Committee finds that Huawei receives substantial support from the Chinese government and Chinese state-owned banks, which is at least partially responsible for its position in the global marketplace.

viii. Huawei failed to provide sufficient details or supporting documentation on its operations, financing, and management in the United States; evidence undermines its claims of being a completely independent subsidiary of Huawei’s parent company in Shenzhen, China.

To understand the United States’ current vulnerability to supply-chain threats posed by Huawei equipment, it is necessary to know the extent to which Huawei’s equipment is already placed in U.S. infrastructure. Because the U.S. telecommunications infrastructure is largely built and owned by the private sector, the U.S. government does not have the full picture of what is contained within it and thus is not yet fully informed to develop policies to protect that critical infrastructure from vulnerabilities.
The Committee thus asked Huawei for information on its contracts for products and services within the United States. Understanding the extent to which Huawei equipment already exists in the United States is necessary to evaluate the present risk to the country, as well as to confirm Huawei’s statements about the size and scope of its operations in the United States. Unfortunately, Huawei failed to provide specific information about its dealings within the United States. Huawei did provide the Committee a list of Huawei’s major customers in the United States: Cricket Communications; Clearwire; Cox TMI Wireless, Hibernia Atlantic, Level 3/BTW Equipment, Suddenlink; Comcast and Bend Broadband. Huawei, however, did not provide information on the size and scope of its operations, which elements of the infrastructure it is providing, and where these operations are located.  

The information requested by the Committee about Huawei’s contracts in the United States is also necessary to evaluate Huawei’s claims that they comply with all laws and trade obligations regarding the price of their products and services. To date, Huawei has failed to provide any information to validate its claims that the prices of Huawei’s products are based on market conditions. Huawei’s refusal to answer clearly or provide documents supporting its claims necessitates the Committee finding that Huawei’s defense is not credible. The Committee considers it possible that Huawei receives substantial support from the Chinese government such that Huawei can market at least some of its products in the United States below the costs of production.

Similarly, the extent to which Huawei’s subsidiaries in the United States operate independently of the parent company in Shenzhen remains unclear. Such information is important, because any connections between the parent company in China to the Chinese government might affect the operations and behavior of the company in the United States. The Committee therefore requested information on the extent to which Huawei USA’s decisions are controlled, influenced, or reviewed by the parent company.

Huawei explained that the first US-based Huawei subsidiary was established in the United States in 2005 with headquarters in Plano, Texas. Huawei stated that the parent company does not require approval for individual contracts in the United States. Rather, it stated that the Board of Directors in China does set general terms for operations in the United States, and the parent company can help mobilize resources and set strategy should the subsidiary need it. The Committee has heard from several former Huawei employees in the United States who dispute Huawei’s explanation of its business model. Sources from around the United States have provided numerous specific instances of business decisions in the United States requiring approval by the parent company in China. In one instance, an individual with first-hand knowledge explained that senior
level executives in the United States could not sign a contract for cyber-security services in the United States without approval in China. In fact, in one instance, a contract previously signed by a U.S.-based senior official at Huawei was repudiated by the parent company.\textsuperscript{110} These employees provided documentary evidence, including internal memoranda and emails, discussing corporate policy from China. This description of Huawei’s US subsidiaries also comports with reports about the ties between other Huawei subsidiaries and the parent company in China.\textsuperscript{111}

To resolve this conflict, the Committee sought more information through its written questions to understand the precise mechanisms through which the Huawei parent company in Shenzhen controls Huawei’s strategy for entry and growth into the United States market. Concerns that Beijing’s support to Huawei could impact the U.S. market were heightened by Huawei officials’ statements to Committee staff that Huawei USA is given general guidance and “resources” from the parent company if needed.\textsuperscript{112} In its written response, however, Huawei failed to answer the Committee’s detailed questions or provide any further information about the level of coordination between Huawei USA and the parent company.\textsuperscript{113}

The information and material provided by Huawei employees with first-hand access coupled with Huawei’s failure to provide detailed, internal information, undermines Huawei’s claims. For these reasons, the Committee does not find credible Huawei’s claims that its U.S. subsidiaries operate independently of the Huawei headquarters in Shenzhen, China.

\textbf{ix. Evidence shows that Huawei exhibits a pattern of disregard for the intellectual property rights of other entities and companies in the United States.}

Huawei’s ability to protect intellectual property rights is an important indicator of the company’s ability to abide by the laws of the United States. Thus, the Committee sought greater information on Huawei’s history of IP protection.

The Committee has reason to believe that Huawei is careless with its compliance with intellectual property protections. Investigators heard from numerous sources that Huawei has a checkered history when it comes to protecting the intellectual property of other entities.\textsuperscript{114} Specifically, several former employees of Huawei said it is known to purposely use the patented material of other firms. First-hand accounts of former employees suggest that Huawei does not appropriately purchase software applications for use by its employees.\textsuperscript{115} Similarly, the Committee heard from industry experts that
Huawei has purposely used and marketed patented products of other companies.\textsuperscript{116} Finally, the Committee is in receipt of a Huawei slide presentation that was provided to Capitol Hill offices that itself violates copyright obligations by knowingly using proprietary material from an outside, nonaffiliated consulting firm.\textsuperscript{117}

Huawei officials consistently denied ever infringing other companies’ intellectual property rights. Even with respect to the litigation with Cisco, in which Huawei agreed to remove certain products from the marketplace, Huawei asserts that it had not violated Cisco’s interests.\textsuperscript{118} Rather, Huawei suggested that the expert’s review in that case of their equipment found no infringement of Cisco patents.\textsuperscript{119}

Huawei’s defense is not credible. First, with respect to the Cisco litigation, Huawei’s statements do not comport with statements made by Huawei officials at the time of the lawsuit acknowledging that the company will remove infringing equipment.\textsuperscript{120} Second, the Cisco settlement itself required Huawei to “update and change all of the products that have been accused of violating copyright or intellectual property rights.”\textsuperscript{121} Finally, during the hearing on September 13, 2012, Charles Ding refused to answer the clear question of whether Cisco code had ever been in Huawei equipment.\textsuperscript{122} Mr. Ding’s obstructionism during the hearing undermines Huawei’s claims that it did not violate Cisco’s patented material.

The Committee finds that Huawei’s denials of intellectual property infringement were not credible or supported by available evidence. Because Huawei failed to produce any internal documents or support for its defenses, the Committee finds that Huawei has exhibited a pattern of, at the very least, reckless disregard for the intellectual property rights of other entities.

x. **Huawei failed to provide details of its operations in Iran, though it denied doing business with the government of Iran, and did not provide evidence to support its claims that it complies with all international sanctions or U.S. export laws.**

Huawei’s ability to comply with international sanctions regimes and U.S. export control regulations is an important indicator of the company’s ability to comply with international standards of corporate behavior and to abide by U.S. laws irrespective of China’s influence or interests. Public reporting raises questions about the company’s compliance with these laws.
In response to the Committee's questions, Huawei officials provided only vague assertions about their commitment to all laws. Specifically, Huawei asserted that the company seeks to abide by all legal obligations and has transformed its business practices with the help of outside consultants to better monitor its actions to ensure compliance with international sanctions regimes. To highlight the lack of influence of the Chinese regime over its decisions, Huawei indicated the Chinese Embassy in Iran was surprised by Huawei's decision to limit its business dealings in Iran. Huawei also stated that it does not allow its employees to participate in cyber activities, such as population monitoring, anywhere in Iran.

Huawei has refused, however, to answer detailed questions about its operations in Iran or other sanctioned countries. In its written submission to the Committee, Huawei again reiterated that it limited its future business in Iran because of the enhanced sanctions and an inability to collect payment for operations in Iran. Huawei highlights, though, that "Huawei respects the contracts signed with [its] customers" and thus will not end current contracts in Iran. Huawei claims to "observe laws and regulations of the UN, the U.S., the E.U. and other countries and regions on sanctions." It also claims to have instituted an internal program on trade compliance representing best practices to manage these issues. But Huawei refused to provide any internal documents relating to its decision to scale-back operations in Iran or otherwise ensure compliance with U.S. laws.

Such documents would have validated Huawei's claims that the decision was based on legal compliance requirements and not influenced by any pressure by the Chinese government.

xi. **Huawei refused to provide details on its R&D programs, and other documents undermine its claim that Huawei provides no R&D for the Chinese military or intelligence services.**

To understand the extent to which Huawei performs R&D activity on behalf of the Chinese military or intelligence services, the Committee asked for information about its activities on behalf of the Chinese government or military. Specifically, the Committee requested information on the technologies, equipment, or capabilities that the funding or grants by the Chinese government was supporting. In its written submission to the Committee, Huawei failed to provide responsive answers to the Committee's questions about the specifics of government-backed R&D activities. Rather, Huawei simply asserted that it only bid on R&D projects open to the rest of the industry.
Huawei similarly claimed in its meetings with the Committee that it does not provide special services to the Chinese military or state security services.  

In its answers to the Committee’s questions after the hearing, Huawei again simply asserted that it “has never managed any of the PLA’s networks” and “has never been financed by the Chinese government for R&D projects for military systems.” Huawei did admit, however, that it develops “transport network products, data products, videoconferencing products, and all centers, and voice over IP (VoIP) products” for the Chinese military “accounting for .1% of Huawei’s total sales.” Huawei also claimed, however, that it “develops, researches, and manufactures communications equipment for civilian purposes only.”

The Committee also received internal Huawei documentation from former Huawei employees showing that Huawei provides special network services to an entity the employee believes to be an elite cyber-warfare unit within the PLA. The documents appear authentic and official Huawei material, and the former employee stated that he received the material as a Huawei employee. These documents suggest once again that Huawei officials may not have been forthcoming when describing the company’s R&D or other activities on behalf of the PLA.

The Committee finds that Huawei’s statements about its sales to the Chinese military are inherently contradictory. The Committee also finds that Huawei’s failure to respond fully to questions about the details of its R&D activities, coupled with its admission that it provides products for the Chinese military and documents received from employees, undermine the credibility of its assertion that it does not perform R&D activities for the Chinese government or military.

xii. Former and current Huawei employees provided evidence of a pattern and practice of potentially illegal behavior by Huawei officials.

During the course of the investigation, several former and current Huawei employees came forward to provide statements and allegations about Huawei’s activities in the United States. Given the sensitivities involved, and to protect these witnesses from retaliation or dismissal, the Committee has decided to keep the identities of these individuals confidential. The Committee has received multiple, credible reports from these individuals of several potential violations by Huawei officials. Those allegations include:
• Immigration violations;
• Bribery and corruption;
• Discriminatory behavior; and
• Copyright infringement.

Specifically, the Committee heard from numerous employees that Huawei employees visiting from China on tourist or conference visas are actually working full-time at Huawei facilities, in violation of U.S. immigration law. Similarly, Huawei employees provided credible evidence that individuals coming to the United States on particular visas, for example, for jobs requiring engineering expertise were not in fact employed by Huawei as engineers. These and other alleged violations of immigration law will be referred to the Department of Homeland Security for review and potential investigation.

Second, employees have alleged instances fraud and bribery when seeking contracts in the United States. Those allegations will be referred to the Justice Department for further review and potential investigation.

Third, employees with whom the Committee spoke discussed allegations of widespread discriminatory behavior by Huawei officials. These individuals assert that it is very difficult if not impossible for any non-Chinese national to be promoted in Huawei offices in the United States. Further, these employees assert that non-Chinese nationals are often laid-off only to be replaced by individuals on short-term visas from China. These allegations will be referred to the appropriate agencies in the Executive Branch to review and consider.

Finally, the Committee heard from former Huawei employees that may constitute a pattern and practice of Huawei using pirated software in its United States facilities. As previously described, the Committee received information with Huawei’s logo that knowingly and admittedly violated another firm’s copyrighted material. The Committee thus finds that Huawei has exhibited a careless disregard for the copyrighted material of other entities. As there may indeed be credibility to these employee allegations, the Committee will also refer these claims to the Justice Department for investigation.

B. ZTE failed to answer key questions or provide supporting documentation supporting its assertions, arguing that answering the Committee’s
requests about its internal corporate activities would leave the company criminally liable under China’s states-secrets laws.

ZTE sought to appear cooperative and timely with its submissions to the Committee throughout the investigation. ZTE consistently refused, however, to provide specific answers to specific questions, nor did the company provide internal documentation that would substantiate its many claims. As with Huawei, the Committee focused its review of ZTE on the company’s ties to the Chinese state, as well as the company’s history, management, financing, R&D, and corporate structure. The Committee did not receive detailed answers on a number of topics described below. ZTE did not describe its formal interactions with the Chinese government. It did not provide financial information beyond that which is publicly available. It did not discuss the formal role of the ZTE Communist Party Committee and only recently provided any information on the individuals on the Committee. The Committee did not receive details on ZTE’s operations and activities in Iran and other sanctioned countries. Finally, ZTE refused to provide detailed information on its operations and activities in the United States.

Importantly as well, ZTE argued at great length that it could not provide internal documentation or many answers to Committee questions given fear that the company would be in violation of China’s state-secrets laws and thus subject ZTE officials to criminal prosecution in China. In fact, ZTE refused even to provide the slides shown to the Committee staff during the meeting in April, 2012, for fear that they might be covered by state secrets. To the extent ZTE cannot provide detailed and supported answers to the Committee because China’s laws treat such information important to the security of the Chinese regime, the Committee’s core concern that ZTE’s presence in the U.S. infrastructure represents a national-security concern is enhanced.

The Committee notes that ZTE’s many written submissions were never numbered to align with the Committee’s specific questions and document requests, as would be typical with formal legal processes. The Committee believes that, through this method, ZTE sought to avoid being candid and obvious about which questions it refused to answer. Moreover, ZTE’s answers were often repetitive, lacking in documentary or other evidentiary support, or otherwise incomplete.

The Committee also notes that ZTE did not simply deny all national-security concerns arising from the global telecommunications supply chain. ZTE has advocated for a solution – one based on a trusted delivery model – in which approved “independent third-party assessors” transfer “hardware, software, firmware, and other structural elements in the equipment to the assessor.” Such a model, as advocated by ZTE,
would include among other things, a “thorough review and analysis of software codes,” “vulnerability scans and penetration test,” “review of hardware design and audit of schematic system diagram,” “physical facility review and independent comprehensive audit of vendor’s manufacturing, warehousing, processing, and delivery operations,” “periodic assessments.”

ZTE suggests that a model, as previously proposed by Huawei and other companies, and similar in some respects to that introduced in United Kingdom, be implemented across the spectrum for telecommunications equipment providers. As discussed above, the Committee remains concerned that, although mitigation measures can be of some assistance, this model fails to appreciate the nature of telecommunications equipment.

i. **ZTE did not alleviate Committee concerns about the control of Chinese state-owned enterprises in ZTE’s business decisions and operations.**

As with Huawei, the Committee is concerned with the influence of the Chinese state in ZTE’s operations. Such access or influence would provide a ready means for the Chinese government to exploit the telecommunications infrastructure containing ZTE equipment for its own purposes. To evaluate the ties to the Chinese state, the Committee focused on the company’s history, structure, and management. Many commentators have noted that ZTE’s founding included significant investment and involvement by Chinese state-owned enterprises, and thus the Committee sought to unpack the current operations and ownership structure with the hope of understanding whether there are remaining ties to the Chinese state.

ZTE describes itself as a global provider of telecommunications equipment and network solutions across 140 countries. Founded in 1985, ZTE states that its 2011 revenue led the industry with a 24% increase to $13.7 billion; its overseas operating revenue grew 30% to U.S. $7.42 billion during the period, accounting for 54.2% of overall operating revenue. ZTE markets itself by explaining that its systems and equipment have been used by top operators in markets around the world. Importantly, ZTE also highlighted in its 2011 Annual Report that China’s 12th five-year national plan has significantly contributed to ZTE’s recent domestic success.

During the interviews with ZTE officials in April and May 2012, ZTE officials stressed that ZTE is a publicly traded company, having been listed on the Shenzhen stock exchange in 1997, and the Hong Kong stock exchange in 2004. ZTE contends that it did not begin with government assistance, either with technology transfers or financial
assistance. Rather, ZTE stated that the Chinese government became a shareholder during the 1997 public offering. ZTE has also asserted that the state-owned-enterprise shareholders have no influence on strategic direction of the company. ZTE officials often contrasted themselves with Huawei, though often did not mention Huawei by name. In particular, officials suggested that Huawei is ZTE’s main competitor, but often stated that ZTE is more transparent since it is a publicly traded company.

These officials often relied on this public listing to claim that ZTE finances are transparent and comply with both Chinese and Hong Kong regulations regarding financial disclosures. The officials often simply referred to the fact that they have annual reports that detail information requested, such as amount and extent of government loans, subsidies, and credits. ZTE refused, however, to explain whether it would be willing to meet the reporting and transparency requirements of a western stock exchange such as the New York Stock Exchange. As with Huawei, when the Committee sought more detailed answers from ZTE on its interactions with key government agencies, ZTE refused to answer.

The history and structure of ZTE, as admitted by the company in its submissions to the Committee, reveal a company that has current and historical ties to the Chinese government and key military research institutes. In response to questioning, the ZTE officials first discounted and seemingly contradicted their own public statements, which suggest that ZTE formed originally from the Ministry of Aerospace, a government agency. In fact, exhibits displayed during the meeting in Shenzhen highlighted an early collaboration between ZTE and the government-run No. 691 Factory, and other state-owned enterprises. ZTE refused to provide the Committee copies of the slides presented during this meeting.

ZTE officials instead suggested that Mr. Hou Weigui founded ZTE in 1985 with five other “pioneer” engineers. Although they had all previously worked for state owned enterprises, ZTE officials insisted that the formation of ZTE did not arise from any relationship with the government. The company’s written submission to the Committee admits that the company had an early connection to No. 691 Factory, which was established by the Chinese government. As described by ZTE, No. 691 Factory is now known as Xi’an Microelectronics Company, and is a subsidiary of China Aerospace Electronics Technology Research Institute, a state-owned research institute. In its submission, ZTE admits that Xi’an Microelectronics owns 34% of Zhongxingxin, a shareholder of ZTE. ZTE’s evolution from research entities with connections to the Chinese government and military highlight the nature of the information-technology (IT) sector in China. In fact, taking as true ZTE’s submission of its history and ownership,
ZTE’s evolution confirms the suspicions of analysts who study the IT sector in China and describe it as a hybrid serving both commercial and military needs.  

In 1997, ZTE was publicly listed for the first time on the Shenzhen stock exchange. ZTE executives claim that it was at this point that other state owned enterprises began investing in ZTE.

Currently, 30% of ZTE is owned by Zhongxin group and the remaining 70% is held by dispersed public shareholders. The Committee is particularly interested in whether the 30% ownership by Zhongxin group constitutes a controlling interest or otherwise provides the state owned enterprises an opportunity to exert influence over the company. This question is particularly relevant because two state-owned enterprises own 51% of Zhongxin. ZTE executives stressed that the public ownership of ZTE is increasing as Zhongxin sells its shares (for example, in 2004, Zhongxin owned 44% of ZTE, and now Zhongxin holds only 30%). In ZTE’s July 3 submission to the Committee, ZTE states that “very few knowledgeable individuals in China would characterize ZTE as a state-owned entity (SOE) or a government-controlled company.” But the Committee specifically asked how it is that ZTE remains accountable to its shareholders and not influenced or controlled by its largest shareholder given this ownership structure. In its submission to the Committee, ZTE admits that a 30% share is the point at which Hong Kong and Chinese law considers the holder to be a “controlling shareholder.” ZTE simply stated that the company’s fiduciary duty to the numerous shareholders means that the controlling shareholder does not in fact exert much actual control over the company. ZTE does not explain in more detail how the Board members, five of whom are chosen by state-owned enterprises, and some of whom are acknowledged members of the Chinese Communist Party and members of ZTE’s internal Communist Party Committee, would not exert any influence over the decisions of the company.

Zhongxin, ZTE’s largest shareholder is owned in part by two state-owned enterprises, Xi’an Microelectronics and Aerospace Guangyu, both of which not only have ownership ties to the Chinese government, but also allegedly partake in sensitive technological research and development for the Chinese government and military. ZTE failed to address the Committee’s questions seeking detailed information on the history and mission of these two companies. ZTE also failed to answer questions about these companies’ relationship to key leaders within ZTE, specifically Mr. Weigu Hou, and ZTE’s other major shareholder, Zhongxing WXT.
Because ZTE failed to answer key questions about its history and the connections to government institutions, the Committee cannot trust that it is free of state influence, particularly through its major shareholders and Board members.

ii. **ZTE maintains a Chinese Party Committee within the company, and has not fully clarified how that Committee functions, who chooses its members, and what relationship it has with the larger Chinese Communist Party.**

As with Huawei, ZTE's connection to the Chinese Communist Party is a key concern for the Committee. Such a connection offers the Party the opportunity to influence the decisions and operations of a company seeking to expand into the critical infrastructure in the United States. As described previously, the modern Chinese state-capitalistic economy is largely influenced if not controlled by the Party, in large part through the party committees that exist within individual firms.

During interviews with ZTE officials, ZTE refused to answer whether the executives or board members are members of the Chinese Communist Party. ZTE first downplayed the existence of the Party Committee within ZTE, and company representatives were unable to answer whether any members of the Board were also members of the state Party. Subsequently, in response to continued Committee questions, ZTE acknowledged that it does, in fact, contain an internal Committee Party, which ZTE suggests is required by the laws of China. In response to the Committee's written questions, ZTE again refused, however, to provide information about the names and duties of the Party Committee members. At the September 13, 2012, hearing, Mr. Zhu attested under oath that ZTE would provide the names of those individuals on the Party Committee.

In response to questions posed at the September 13, 2012, hearing ZTE did provide the Committee a list of 19 individuals who serve on the Communist Party Committee within ZTE. At least two of those individuals appear to be on the ZTE Board of Directors. Other individuals are major shareholders in ZTE entities. ZTE has requested and the Committee has agreed to keep the names of these individuals out of the public domain. ZTE discounts the influence of that these individuals may have over the company. The company asked that the Committee not release the names of the individuals for fear that the company or the individuals might face retaliation by the Chinese government or Communist Party. The Committee has decided to keep the names of those members out of this public report, but the company's concern with the potential retaliatory measures it faces by the government for simply providing the
Committee the names of an internal ZTE body highlights why this Committee remains very concerned that the Chinese state is, or could be, responsible for the actions of the company. China clearly seeks to maintain deep ties into and secrecy about its role in economic actors in China. The control Chinese government maintains over the company’s actions and level of transparency is of particular concern when that company seeks to build critical U.S. infrastructure.

ZTE also did not fully explain the function of the Party Committee. Instead, ZTE simply states that the Party Committee is controlled by company management. This assertion is contradicted by ZTE’s own statement that ZTE executives and board members actually are members of the [Chinese Communist Party] and delimit its activities.” To the extent these executives and Board Members have obligations to both the company’s shareholders and the State through the Communist Party, there is an inherent conflict of interest in their duties, and this statement provides confirmation that the Party likely does in fact have influence and input into the business affairs of the company through these individuals.

The affidavit by the independent director, Timothy Steinert, seeks to allay any concerns of influence by the government or Party by stating that:

In my experience and to my knowledge, no member of ZTE’s Board of Directors has raised for consideration an interest on behalf of the Chinese Government, the People’s Liberation Army or the Chinese Communist Party. This statement does not resolve the Committee’s concerns. First, there is a range of operational and strategic decisions made on a daily basis within companies that are not decided by or reviewed by the Board. Mr. Steinert’s affidavit says nothing about the role of the Party Committee in those decisions prior to their reaching the Board, or for decisions that do not reach the Board at all. Second, the Party’s influence through ZTE’s Party Committee may not be facially obvious in the decision documents appearing for review to the Board. Since at least two members of the Board are also members of the Chinese State Party, it is impossible to know whether the votes of the Board are conducted without influence by the Chinese Communist Party. When considering ZTE’s activities or voting on certain measures, those Board members need not cite the Party to be acting on the state’s behalf or in pursuit of the state’s interests. For these reasons, the Committee finds unpersuasive ZTE’s claims that Mr. Steinert’s affidavit “confirms that ZTE business decision making is not influence by the government or Party considerations.”
ZTE recently suggested that the Party Committee “performs only ceremonial and social functions.” For six months, the Committee has asked ZTE about the role of the Party Committee, but only at the final hour, did it provide any response at all. Without further information and specifics about the role and influence of the Party Committee in the operations of the company, the Committee simply cannot allay the concerns about the internal party apparatus existing within a company seeking to build U.S. critical infrastructure.

iii. **ZTE failed to disclose information about its activities in the United States.**

ZTE discussed its extensive presence in 140 countries, but significantly downplayed any potential threats to the U.S., by suggesting that 95% of its U.S. sales are from handsets. ZTE officials highlighted that they have five R&D centers in the U.S. employing about 300 people. ZTE officials attempted to suggest that the company’s presence in rural infrastructure and networks was to assist the U.S. effort with its rural broadband plans. Committee staff questioned this logic, and ZTE officials admitted that ZTE’s role in these projects were not for charity or public service, as they had initially suggested, but to get a “foothold” in the country and learn the technology in the United States. ZTE officials even admitted that they are willing to provide this equipment to the U.S. below cost in order to learn the technology in the United States. Specifically, during the Committee’s meeting with ZTE officials in Shenzhen, Mr. Zhu stated that the company was willing to lose money on projects in the United States to get a foothold in the United States and to understand the technology and standards in the United States.

ZTE’s description of its current U.S. activity is simply a picture at a particular point in time. The Committee could not confirm the extent of the company’s contracts or access to the United States market absent responses to the Committee’s document requests. Despite numerous requests, ZTE has not provided detailed information on infrastructure projects in the United States. ZTE also failed to answer follow-up questions that would explain whether ZTE purposely bids on projects below cost and how the company is able to sustain these losses. Further, at the HPSCI hearing on September 13, Mr. Zhu reversed his previous answers and refused to acknowledge that ZTE ever bids below cost for projects in the United States.

iv. **ZTE failed to provide any answers or evidence about its compliance with intellectual property or U.S. export-control laws.**

The protection of intellectual property and compliance with United States export control laws are a core concern for U.S. interests. The ability of a company to comply
with these laws provide a useful test of that company's ability to follow international
codes of business conduct and remain free of undue state influence.

Representatives of the company consistently declined to comment on recent
media reports that ZTE had sold export-controlled items to Iran. At the hearing on
September 13, 2012, ZTE acknowledged that it is performing an internal review to
determine if the company destroyed any documents or other evidence related to its
activities in Iran. Mr. Zhu provided no information that could allow the Committee to
evaluate the extent of those activities, their compliance with U.S. laws, or management's
involvement in the potential destruction of documents and evidence. ZTE did not answer
in specific written questions from the Committee asking why it sought to limit its Iranian
business activities; whether ZTE will honor its current contracts in Iran; or whether those
contracts include training or maintenance of surveillance equipment. Further, ZTE
refused to answer questions about what products ZTE resold in Iran. ZTE also refused to
provide any documents on its activities in Iran.

v. ZTE failed to provide clear answers to Committee questions about its
R&D activities, particularly as they relate to any military or
government projects.

Given ZTE's background, the Committee was interested in ZTE's R&D activities,
and particularly its R&D activities with or on behalf of the Chinese military or security
services. This information would help the Committee evaluate whether a company
seeking to build critical infrastructure in the United States could also be working with the
Chinese government on R&D projects with the purpose of finding or exploiting
vulnerabilities in those systems.

ZTE's known connections to Chinese government-related research institutes are
of particular interest. For example, ZTE acknowledges that one of its primary
shareholders, Zhongxingxin, is owned in part by Xi'an Microelectronics, a subsidiary of
China Aerospace Electronics Technology Research Institute, a state-owned research
institute. Another 17% of Zhongxingxin is held by Aerospace Guangyu, a subsidiary
of a state-owned enterprise whose business includes production of, among other things,
aerospace technology products. ZTE failed to answer questions from the Committee
seeking further details about the range of products these research institutes have produced
on the Chinese government so the committee could not evaluate whether those
technologies were produced for military or intelligence purposes.

These ties to Chinese government research institutes and production companies,
the Committee sought more information on the details of ZTE's R&D activities, and
particularly its potential work on behalf of the government, military, or security services. ZTE was proud to explain that it had established 18 state-of-the-art R&D centers throughout China, France, and India, and to employ over 30,000 research professionals. ZTE further claims that 10% of the company’s annual revenue is invested in R&D. ZTE failed, however, to answer Committee questions about the technologies it may create or sell to the Chinese government and military. During the Committee’s April 12, 2012 meeting with company officials, Mr. Steine1i, the independent board member, stated that, ZTE’s work on behalf of the Chinese telecommunications providers that happen to be state-owned enterprises does not suggest that ZTE does work on behalf of the military or intelligence services. When providing written answers ZTE refused to provide clear answers about the nature and extent of any work it does on behalf of the Chinese military or security services. Rather, ZTE states that “[t]he funding ZTE has received from government or consortia during the past several years is indistinguishable from similar funding available throughout the world in companies engaged in R&D through normal procurement processes.”

To the extent ZTE’s R&D activities are simply in response to standard government procurement processes, the Committee does not understand why it refuses to answer direct questions about the details of those projects. For this reason, the Committee cannot allay concerns that ZTE is aligned with Chinese military and intelligence activities or research institutes.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The Committee launched this investigation to seek answers to some persistent questions about the Chinese telecommunications companies Huawei and ZTE and their ties to the Chinese government. Throughout the months-long investigation, both Huawei and ZTE sought to describe, in different terms, why neither company is a threat to U.S. national-security interests. Unfortunately, neither ZTE nor Huawei have cooperated fully with the investigation, and both companies have failed to provide documents or other evidence that would substantiate their claims or lend support for their narratives.

Huawei, in particular, provided evasive, nonresponsive, or incomplete answers to questions at the heart of the security issues posed. The failure of these companies to provide responsive answers about their relationships with and support by the Chinese government provides further doubt as to their ability to abide by international rules.

Recommendations
Based on this investigation, the Committee provides the following recommendations:

**Recommendation 1:** The United States should view with suspicion the continued penetration of the U.S. telecommunications market by Chinese telecommunications companies.

- The United States Intelligence Community (IC) must remain vigilant and focused on this threat. The IC should actively seek to keep cleared private sector actors as informed of the threat as possible.

- The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) must block acquisitions, takeovers, or mergers involving Huawei and ZTE given the threat to U.S. national security interests. Legislative proposals seeking to expand CFIUS to include purchasing agreements should receive thorough consideration by relevant Congressional committees.

- U.S. government systems, particularly sensitive systems, should not include Huawei or ZTE equipment, including in component parts. Similarly, government contractors – particularly those working on contracts for sensitive U.S. programs – should exclude ZTE or Huawei equipment in their systems.

**Recommendation 2:** Private-sector entities in the United States are strongly encouraged to consider the long-term security risks associated with doing business with either ZTE or Huawei for equipment or services. U.S. network providers and systems developers are strongly encouraged to seek other vendors for their projects. Based on available classified and unclassified information, Huawei and ZTE cannot be trusted to be free of foreign state influence and thus pose a security threat to the United States and to our systems.

**Recommendation 3:** Committees of jurisdiction within the U.S. Congress and enforcement agencies within the Executive Branch should investigate the unfair trade practices of the Chinese telecommunications sector, paying particular attention to China’s continued financial support for key companies.

**Recommendation 4:** Chinese companies should quickly become more open and transparent, including listing on western stock exchange with advanced transparency requirements, offering more consistent review by independent third-party evaluators of their financial information and cyber-security processes, complying with U.S. legal standards of information and evidentiary production, and obeying all intellectual-property
laws and standards. Huawei, in particular, must become more transparent and responsive to U.S. legal obligations.

**Recommendation 5:** Committees of jurisdiction in the U.S. Congress should consider potential legislation to better address the risk posed by telecommunications companies with nation-state ties or otherwise not clearly trusted to build critical infrastructure. Such legislation could include increasing information sharing among private sector entities, and an expanded role for the CFIUS process to include purchasing agreements.

---
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